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Boardwalktech – Collaborative Planning Applications
Does your company use EXCEL as a strategic tool?
If yes, how do you merge the individual spreadsheets in order to obtain reliable figures and plan
your business effectively?
Is this procedure in your organization clearly structured and efficient, or rather laborious and
time-consuming?
Smooth and consolidating planning processes are crucial in today´s business world since they
increasingly become the focus in the optimization of business operations and significantly affect
revenues and margins. However, many companies are faced with the challenge that SAP, Oracle,
and other ERP applications do not effectively support comprehensive planning.
A typical employee does not work as a member of a larger team or configuration and frequently
operates in “isolation”, on his local desktop, working with his own spreadsheets. This type of work
habit spreads throughout the company and branches. Does this sound familiar to you and do you
want to fix it?

Then use Boardwalktech to optimize your business processes!
 Boardwalktech gives your Excel processes multi-user capabilities and makes it collaborative
with enterprise quality.
 Boardwalktech software allows several users to work on the same spreadsheet data at the
same time with only selected rows and columns using access control and server-side change
management.
 The patented technology of Boardwalktech fixes the issues that often exist in the connection
and the scaling of spreadsheets to databases.
 Boardwalktech can easily be integrated into various known Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) Systems.
 Boardwalktech uses and extends your existing investments in SAP, Oracle, Microsoft
Dynamics, and Excel and fills in the gaps in existing processes.
 Boardwalktech gives Excel a “Third Dimension” by adding a user and time change history to
all cells.
 Boardwalktech solves existing business problems with tools that are already familiar to the
employees.
 Boardwalktech supports cell-level change management, providing a comprehensive audit trail
of all changes by all users.
 Boardwalktech can use the public or private cloud for storing the data.
 Boardwalktech is for Enterprises as well as for Service Providers.
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Boardwalktech – Collaborative Planning Applications
These companies are already benefiting from the Boardwalktech software:

An example for collaborative planning with Boardwalktech: Coca Cola and Target
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